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Barbara Marshall and Mary Harris Francis opened the museum in 1982.
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The founders decided the 1911 Tureman Mansion, located on the UMKC campus, 
would be perfect for their collections. In 2015, the museum reopened after a year 
and a half long renovation, and the mansion was restored. It is now used as event and 
program space, and the museum’s collections are housed in two newer extensions 
attached to the mansion.
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Mary Harris Francis, a retired schoolteacher, never lost her sense of connection to 
childhood and play. She loved objects that were well-played with and had personal 
stories about the kids who played with them.
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•Graduated with a B.S. in Psychology, KU
•Married Robert A. Marshall and had three children between 1950-1955
•Professional career in Hallmark Art Department
•Volunteer career as a docent at the Nelson-Atkins Art Gallery
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Here, you can see the difference between the 1920s TynieToy toy chairs at the top 
(which are sturdier, have painted-on “upholstery” and are obviously meant for play) 
and the fine-scale miniature chairs on the bottom.
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The Queen Mary dollhouse was built for Queen Mary, wife of George V of England, 
and was completed in 1924. Head artists and craftsmen of the time collaborated and 
put their specialties into the house—everything was functional, shotguns can be 
loaded, cars’ engines run, water runs, books by famous authors like Arthur Conan 
Doyle, AA Milne, and Rudyard Kipling. It was widely exhibited, and it inspired a 
generation of craftspeople.
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Mrs. James Ward Thorne of Chicago  constructed these rooms from 1932-1940; 68 
total rooms showing European interiors from the late 13th century and American 
furnishings from the 17th century to the 1930s. The rooms were exhibited and 
inspired collectors and artisans alike.
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In the 1950s, Barbara Marshall visited New York City and discovered the shop of Eric 
Pearson, a full-scale furniture maker turned miniature artist. She purchased a comb-
back rocker like this one—her first miniature acquisition!
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Barbara was known for commissioning artists to create their dream pieces, allowing 
the artists to push the boundaries of the art form.
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Frank Early was an artisan active in England in the 1920s. He liked to work by 
candlelight! This secretary is only about 8” tall and 3” wide. It is made of English 
brown oak with a burled walnut veneer. It has half-blind dovetails and working brass 
hardware. The dovetails have fingers as thin as .018” thousandths of an inch, in oak!
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Notice the concave sunburst as well as other sunbursts made of ebony and holly with 
pieces as thin as five thousandths of an inch. 
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The secretary includes 19 secret compartments; depressing a latch on the base of the 
lower center pilaster releases them. A series of levers then release the three lower 
and upper pilasters. Two hand-painted postcards were left behind for someone to 
discover!
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This jardininere (French planter) took miniature artist Linda LaRoche 14 years to 
make. It was inspired by the full-scale Art Nouveau jardinière, or planter, entitled 
Flora Marina, Flora Exotica by Emile Gallé. Originally exhibited at the 1889 Paris 
Exposition, the work can now be seen at the Musee de l'Ecole de Nancy. The boat-like 
container is made from blocks of plum that were hollowed, shaped, and joined.
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Notice that the delicate, curving legs are actually intricately carved dolphin heads!
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To begin, LaRoche sketches her designs to determine measurements.
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LaRoche then sketches out each part of the design.
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She then creates the design in clay to get a feel for the piece.
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Here is the finished section showing two crabs and foliage.
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The two sides of the basin feature intricate marquetry. Each side has 150 pieces of 
wood—finishing the two sides took LaRoche 2.5 years.
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To watch Wm. R. Robertson’s Ted Talk, visit this link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dKohUA_xQQ
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This Architect’s Classroom, c. 1900, took Robertson about 2,000 to complete 
between 1988 and 1993. Everything is historically accurate to the time period and 
was heavily researched. Tables have mortise and tenon joinery and drawers have box 
joints. Stools raise, lower, turn, and roll. The large desktops tilt with a gear and rack 
system, while the smaller ones have knurled nobs. The accurate sprinkler heads in 
the ceiling sprinkler system are based after a 1902 patent. Bill uses a 150-year-old 
jeweler’s saw, and prefers to use his own hand tools. He makes his own miter bits and 
other tools to fit whatever pieces he is working on. He uses a half-inch long hand-
plane for truing 1/64” thick edges!
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Twin Manors combines 13 rooms of historical houses from Virginia to Maine. It is a 
Colonial-era mansion. The stairway has 1,000 pieces of wood, and the railing cap 
alone took 50 hours to complete. The paneling in the dining room uses over 250 
pieces of wood. Robertson did intense historical research into houses in the 1700s, 
and discovered the 18th century doorknobs were oval. He set up a special attachment 
on his lathe to turn oval knobs! This took Robertson about 9 years to research and 
complete.
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This is the kitchen of Twin Manors.
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Based after a 18th century chest at Colonial Williamsburg; 2 inches long. It took 
Robertson 1,000 hrs to complete. The woods used are Mopane (looks like mahogany 
in scale) and pearwood. It is fully dovetailed with hand-sawn dust boards.

Dividers are vee-notched and cross-lapped. Lid sides are tongue and grooved; the 
label is 18th century paper; rococo drop handles have beaded back plates, and the 
lock works. Robertson says that the hardest tool to make was the folding rule with 5 
leaf hinge. It is about .030" thick and hand engraved on boxwood. Functional tools 
include a kent-style hatchet, claw hammer, 5 gimlets, jack plane, divider, awl, round 
file, burnisher, folding rule, inside/outside caliper, bevel, marking gauge, backsaw 
with 160- teeth per inch, 3 turnscrews, smooth plane, saw wrest, 4 brad awls, chisels, 
mallet, shears, riveting hammer, beak anvil.
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This piece is on display in the Artist’s Studio at T/m. You can see the completed 
Chester County Spice Cabinet on the right. To the left is an exploded view, revealing 
how many pieces went into the construction of the spice cabinet.
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The drawers and case are dovetailed; drawer frame held together by mortise and 
tenon joints; the cabinet is made of cherry, Swiss pear, poplar, and briar wood, and 
contains a secret compartment. A steel key fits into functional brass and steel lock.
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A picture of Robertson working in his studio.
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Visit the IGMA website to learn more information about becoming a miniature artist! 
T/m also holds events that draw fine-scale miniature artists and feature their work. 
Miniature Masterworks, held by the museum, hosted over 65 artists from around the 
world. 55 artists submitted pieces to the Barbara Marshall Award for Artistic 
Achievement.
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Rohit Khanna (India) won 1st place in the Barbara Marshall Award for Artistic 
Achievement. He created this bow fronted secretaire with 4 tapering legs. It features 
a drop leaf front with three marble lined shelves. He loved the combination of wood, 
ormolu, porcelain, and marble. He carves his pieces using chisels he makes himself.
The wood he uses is is Sheesham wood (also known as sissoo wood or Indian 
rosewood). He turns his wooden pieces using an Emco Inimat 4 and a watch maker’s 
lathe. Khanna has been making miniatures for 20 years, and he loves the blend of 
metal and wood; he makes all of his own hardware, including hinges, handles, etc, by 
the lost wax casting process. He started out as a child making cars out of balsa wood, 
and started collecting tools when he was 10 years old. He is a self-taught miniature 
artist.
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This gives you a sense of scale of Rohit’s pieces! Here, Rohit poses in front of his 
Secretaire and other pieces.
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The museum features an in-gallery activity table with a miniature planing activity. It is 
wildly popular, and introduces children to wood planing. If anyone is interested in 
volunteering, we would love to have more woodworking projects and programs at 
the museum!
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Here you can see the wood planing program in action!
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Adults and children alike love the program.
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The museum is open from 10am-4pm every day of the week except Tuesday. 
Admission is only $5 per person and is free for ages 4 and under. Memberships start
at only $25 per year, and include free admission to the museum and most of the 
events that we have. Check out our website or follow us on Facebook for more 
information!
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